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Website Considered for HOF
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Questions, Need something?

Brett Williams
A couple of years ago, I had the idea that we should
recognize the dogs voted into the Clyde Moore Memorial Hall of Fame via the website. Currently there is
no place for people to go and see these amazing dogs,
and once they are voted in, there isn't much else done
with them.
The board liked my idea and agreed that we should set
something up on the website to do this. Since it was
my idea I was tasked with making it happen, so several years later I am still at ground zero and have nothing to show, other than a list of the dogs that need to
be added. I have yet to come up with a suitable idea
that will look good with the current website and am
not all that great of a webmaster. But, as I have visited

Getting a Plaque Soon?
An Onyx Award?
Make sure your dog’s name and your name are correct.

Check the Data Base!
If not correct notify NAFA.
a lot of the new websites that teams have put up, I am
well aware that there are some great minds out there
that might be willing to help us out with this project.
If you are able, have the time, and want to make a
great contribution to the NAFA website by creating
the Virtual Hall of Fame, please contact me via e-mail
at ViperSBT@lvcm.com.

Contact NAFA at:
P.O.Box 512
1400 West Devon Avenue
Chicago, Illinois, USA 60660
Phone & Fax: (309) 688-9840
E-mail: flyball@flyball.org

NAFA/Petsmart Review
Terri May
I was appointed as account liaison for the PETsMART
contract at the June 2001 at the NAFA board meeting.
When I contacted PETsMART, they indicated that they
were no longer interested in pursuing the relationship. In
November of 2001, they sent NAFA a letter requesting
that we sign off and dissolve the agreement. After reviewing our options with legal council, it was decided
that it would be best to end the relationship. The relationship was ended on a good note and the possibility of
working together in the future still exists.

Board Member Resigns
Ule James
Sue Rogers, resigned from the Board of Directors,
18Apr02. She wants to spend more time with family
and friends. Phillip Taylor has accepted the Chairperson’s appointment. Judy Hagan will take over Secretary
Responsibilities.

NAFA 2002 Calendar
cp
Board Meeting
27Jul02, Chicago, IL
Nominations for the Board of Directors Due 16Sep02
Nominations for Clyde Moore
Hall of Fame Due
31May02
Nominations for Regional Hall of Fame Due 31May02
Delegate Votes Due
16Nov02
Annual General Meeting
16Nov02, Winnipeg
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PLEASE STAND UP
Val Culpin
There has been a great amount of controversy in recent times surrounding the measuring of dogs. Time
and time again, the Board is asked to deal with complaints which involve the measuring of dogs. A couple
of years ago, the Board took great pains to re-word the
section in the Rule Book on measuring, including diagrams with much more detail than the original, and
little room for doubt as to what the correct measuring
stance should be. Of course, there will always be those
individual players who try and take the wording or the
diagrams to extremes, and of these handlers, judges
must be wary and stand firm on insisting on the correct measuring stance.
Please re-affirm that only one handler per dog is allowed. Watch the dog not only for leg placement, but
for head position, and overall body language and
stance. If the dog is stood square, but his head is being
forced down, his back is roached, or he is obviously
crouching especially in the shoulder area, this is not
an acceptable measuring stance. Excessive holding or
gripping of the dog’s muzzle is also not called for,
other than a light hold to help control the dog’s head.
It’s been my experience that the more relaxed the dog,
the better measure he will receive. Dogs being manhandled or forced to stand in an unnatural way will
often receive a higher measurement simply because
his body is tense and he is on his toes.
Teams should be encouraged to include the teaching
of a correct measuring stance in their training regime.
It is no different than training a good box turn or a
great recall. For height dogs, it is a necessary part of
the game, and one which will get better results if the
dog is accustomed to being measured.
As the judge, you have a duty to accept only those
measuring stances which are correct and fair. Anything less is unacceptable and unfair not only to the
other competitors, but to the spirit of this GAME we
call flyball.

Regulatory
Robin Marion
Let me take the time to clarify the interpretation of a
rule that has been called inconsistently throughout the
various regions. Rule 3.1 ( c ) states that “Each team
is to consist of a minimum of four dogs and four handlers, with a maximum of six dogs and six handlers,
plus a box loader and at the discretion of the team, a
runner or two, to pick up loose tennis balls, set up

knocked down jumps, or to otherwise assist the team,
provided doing so does not interfere with the judges, nor
the opposing team, nor does in any way assist the dogs
or violates the rules. In other words, the extra people
that some teams use in the “ready area” can be used to
guide a dog from interfering with the opposing team
(e.g. prevent a dog from running into the opposition’s
lane), but they cannot physically guide a dog into the
jumps. That means that kneeling in front of the start/
finish in order to guide a dog into the jumps will NOT
be permitted. If, in the judge’s opinion, a member of a
team – regardless of if they are a handler, “ballshagger”, captain… - place’s themselves in an such a
way as to guide a dog into the jumps, then they will be
called for “training in the ring” and the win shall be
awarded to the other team.

Height Cards ALWAYS GOOD
Ule James
In the olden days, if a height card was not shown to the
Judge during measuring and not recorded on the Measuring Sheet, the card could not be used in defense of a
protest. The Board has wisely changed this.
In the New Rules, a Height Card need not be shown to
the Judge and recorded. If protested, show the appropriate card to the Judge, and the protest is complete.
Still, if you forget to bring your Height Card to the tournament, do not measure your dog before racing, and are
protested, you will be required to be measured by the
Judge.
NAFA sealed Height Cards are always good. Always
bring it to tournaments!

Dog has a Napoleon Complex?
Prove it!
Avoid the hassle of measuring in the future...
if your dog has raced in NAFA
sanctioned events for at least a year, apply
for a height card application
for only $5.00 US.
Contact Sue Rogers:

2795 East Mill Creek Road
Saint Clair, MI 48079
(810) 329-2285
fgdchud@voyager.net

Remember, if it doesn’t have a Seal it’s not
NAFA.
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Sanction your Tournament

4-Month Rule Waivers
Judy Hagan

Contact NAFA:

There are still some misconceptions out there on new
clubs forming and changing of clubs and where the 4
month waiver comes in. Anyone who is thinking of
changing clubs or forming a new club needs to read
Corporate Policies & Procedures Chapter 7 Section
7.5. The most important part of that section is the
part that says: Exceptions are as follows, and must
be approved by the Regulatory Committee.
If you are selling a dog, moving, forming a new club,
or dissolving a club please write to the Committee
and make sure to give us plenty of time to look into
the matter. The committee is made up of 4 people
and we talk over situations as a group before they are
approved. Also please remember that you only get
ONE waiver per dog for 12 months no matter what.
If you have any questions concerning a waiver, you
can write to Robin Marion, Judy Hagan, Dale Smith,
or Darrell West.

Switching Teams?
Making a Team?
Call, email or mail NAFA:
1400 West Devon Avenue
Suite 512
Chicago, Illinois, USA 60660
(309) 688-9840
Flyball@flyball.org

Abridged Board Meeting Notes
Board Meeting, Las Vegas NV
02 March, 2002
Board Members Present - Brett Williams, Terri
May, Sue Rogers, Dale Smith, Ule James, Robin
Marion, Judy Hagan, Aaron Hughes, and Todd
Morningstar. Steve McAvoy, the Executive Director is also present.
A – Chairman’s Comments
1. Brett called the meeting to order at
8:07 a.m.
2. Minutes of November 16, 2001 meeting
were reviewed for omissions, corrections –
Sue – minutes approved unanimously.
3. Report from Executive Director – Steve
welcomed the new board members Aaron
Hughes and Todd Morningstar. Steve addressed concern over the amount of time

1400 West Devon Avenue
Suite 512
Chicago, IL 60660
PH & FX: (309) 688-9840
Email: flyball@flyball.org

4.

between the AGM meeting and the March board
meeting. We need to be sure to have a conference call a couple weeks after the AGM. Outgoing and incoming board members should be present. Terri feels we should have conference
calls in between all board meetings. At this
meeting we will schedule at least 1 conference
call before the next board meeting – possibly
semi-monthly.
Chairman’s Report – Brett proposed the following changes to the heads of committees – Todd
Morningstar as the Chairman for the Judges
Committee replacing Val Culpin. Dale made the
motion, Robin seconded. Motion passed unanimously. Disciplinary Committee – Ule and
Terri. Dale made the motion, Robin seconded.
Motion passed unanimously.

B – Committee Reports
1. Vice Chairman/Finance – Terri reviewed her
draft of the NAFA Business Plan – this includes
setting up a committee for a championship tournament, increase the EJS systems each year, obtaining an office location/staff, obtaining possible new sponsorship, increase awareness of the
sport of flyball. Dale expressed concern over
being careful not to get into the situation where
1 person knows everything and we don’t have
others trained for back-up. Terri doesn’t see 1
person taking over all jobs that are spread out
right now. She sees it more as a coordinator,
communications person, marketing person, etc.
Terri and Dale will work on a staff plan, review
current job descriptions, estimate number of
hours, estimate of when we think we’ll need additional people. A lot of job descriptions are
already in the by-laws. They will also put together a budget for each year.
2. Secretary – Sue – nothing to report.
3. Treasurer – Dale reviewed the Account Balances, Income and Expense statements. Dale
will look into a Corporate Visa Card for easier
payment for plaques, pins, patches, etc.
4. Regulatory – Robin, Dale, Judy, and Darrel
West – Agenda items.
5. Judges & Guidelines – Todd, Robin, and
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6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

11.

12.
13.

Aaron – Agenda items. Todd has 2 requests
for new judges.
NAFA Videos – Judy and Val Culpin –
Judy to send Sue copies for new clubs.
Marketing, Promotions and Public Relations – Sue and Judy – new brochures have
been printed and are available. Ule to put a
note in the NAFA News for requesting
them.
Championships – Ule and Judy – nothing to
report.
Championship Tournament – Brett, Terri,
Robin and Val Culpin – Brett reviewed the
National Championship Hosting Application that the committee made up. Brett will
update the application with comments from
the board and send the revised document out
to the BOD for review.
Technology – Dale, Aaron and Sue – Dale
discussed the problems with flyball@flyball.org. Brett will get batches of
emails from the ISP. We lost a big batch of
messages due to a mail server problem with
our Internet Service Provider. The situation
has been corrected.
Hall of Fame - Ule and Judy – Wording for
the Regional Hall of Fame still needs to be
completed. Sue will work with Ule and
Judy to put this together. Dale asked that a
article be put in the NAFA News reiterating the Regional Hall of Fame.
Rules and Policies – Sue, Ule and Dale –
Agenda Item.
Disciplinary Committee – Ule and Terri –
Much discussion about underage dogs running at tournaments occurred.

C – Old Business
1. “To Do List” from previous meetings – Sue
reviewed outstanding items
2. NAFA By Laws, Rules of Racing and
Standing Rules – Dale will get the final
document to Sue by March 11, 2002. Everyone has until March 18, 2002 to make any
additional changes. Sue will have final
copy (paper) to Ule by March 25, 2002.
Sue will also send an electronic version to
Brett & Ule. Copies will be sent to all RD’s,
judges, and team owners. 20-30 copies will
be sent to Sue for distribution to new clubs.
Teams should have copies in hand by April
1, 2002.
3. Definition of “In Good Standing” – Standing Rules Committee – Will be done before
end of weekend.

4.
5.

Virtual Hall of Fame – Brett – nothing to report – Brett will post to the email list asking for
creative help.
EJS Update – Dale – There are 2 EJS’ in work Jason Serpa (co-worker of Don Purchase’s father) and Aaron Hughes. Jason’s system was
used in 2 tournaments – we received good remarks on them. There are a couple items that
need to be fixed – the stands are not transparent,
have sharp spots, too many cables to run under
mats, etc.. (all have been addressed and will be
resolved or have been resolved). These are a
prototype design – once we get them the way we
like them, Jason is prepared to run additional
sets for us ASAP.
Aaron gave an update on his light sets and asked
for some information so he could complete
them. Prototype will be available by the end of
the week, March 8, 2002. Dale will certify in
less than 1 week. Dale will send to a tournament
in Minnesota for use and then use again at his
tournament in April. Aaron has everything he
needs for 7 sets and has started assembling the
sets. Schedule for new lights – 6 finished sets
will go out and the prototype will come back in
and get any changes it needs. Aaron is looking
into a company that could make a specialized
shipping crate for us because it takes him 14
hours to make each box and they weigh 50
pounds. We should be able to have all 6 sets of
lights in circulation by the end of June. We
should then have 9 sets in circulation that are
NAFA owned.
Aaron has someone in his area that can help us
maintain our current systems.
We will refurbish all old sets of lights. We need
to figure out the cost of refurbishing old lights.
Brett read a letter from Sam Ford thanking the
board for getting them 2 sets of lights for their
tournament and talked about the new set of
lights.

6.

7.

PetSmart Update – Terri reported that the
Petsmart agreement is over. Petsmart changed
staffing and no one knew anything about it.
They were not receptive to continuing. Terri
reviewed the letter we received from them with a
lawyer and the board decided not to pursue it
any further.
NAFA Judges Report Form – Robin reviewed
the form he put together. Robin feels that this
form should be included in the NAFA sanctionNAFA News
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8.

9.

ing packet that goes to teams. It helps the
NAFA Board/judges committee review all
judges. One form should be used per judge.
It will be made an official NAFA form, Dale
made the motion that we create a new form
for Judges Report Form that will be submitted to all hosting clubs for optional return
with their tournament paperwork. The forms
will be forwarded to the Judges Committee.
Robin seconded. Motion passed unanimously.
Review of new U.S. plaque provider pricing
and additional plates for 40k, 50k, 60k, etc.
awards. Judy will work with this provider to
make the final design and will bring to the
next meeting for approval. We will try out
the provider that Judy has found for our next
set of US plaques. Val Culpin will now get
the Canadian plaques made in British Columbia. Pricing is cheaper and we don’t have to
pay duty for shipping.
Dog Excusals – Dale made the motion that
for dogs that have 1 excusal for aggression
that after a minimum of 3 years and participation in a minimum of at least 10 weekends
they be allowed to submit a request to the
BOD to remove the aggressive incident from
their record. Todd seconded. In favor –
Todd, Ule, Terri, Dale, and Sue. Against Judy, Aaron, and Robin. Motion passed.
The disciplinary committee will be routed the
requests.

D – New Business
1. Supervisory Status for Doug May – Terri left
the room. The board reviewed the packet
that was submitted. Robin made the motion
that we make Doug May a Supervising Head
Judge. Todd seconded. Judy abstained. In
favor – Todd, Ule, Robin, Aaron, Sue, and
Dale. Motion passed. Todd will notify
Doug.
2. Supervisory Status for Todd Morningstar –
no action.
3. Approving judging status for Leerie Jenkins – Robin made the motion that we approve Leerie Jenkins as a NAFA approved
judge. Dale seconded. Motion passed unanimously.
4. E-mail regarding increasing # of dogs on
team from Jim Sova – Brett reviewed a proposal from Jim. The motion received no second. Judy to respond.
The board entered Executive Session at 4:00 p.m.

The board exited Executive Session at 4:15 p.m.
5.

6.

7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.

15.

16.
17.

Running of dogs under one year of age – Terri
made the motion to not allow dogs to run under
the age of one to be effective April 1, 2002. Ule
seconded. Motion passed unanimously.
Review requirements for judges to maintain their
status – Todd reviewed the judges that didn’t
meet NAFA requirements for keeping their
NAFA judging status. Todd will contact the
judges in question.
Timeframes for provisional and apprentice
judges – Todd – Reviewed requirements for
judges.
Supervisory judge review process – Todd made
the motion that Supervising Head Judges are
required to judge 4 divisions over 3 weekends.
Sue seconded. In favor – Todd and Sue.
Against – Terri, Judy, Ule, Dale, Aaron, and
Robin. The motion failed.
BOD members being put on RD list – Todd – A
Yahoo Group will be created for the RD’s.
Board members will be allowed to read only.
Communications to judges and RD’s – Aaron –
Steve will take care of.
Inside Ring Assistance – Robin – Steve will handle with a letter to the judge that allowed the
situation to happen.
Question from Brian Fay regarding Height
Cards – Steve will respond to Brian.
Standardizing of judges signals – Steve is seeing
problems with the way judges are signaling during the races. The Judges Committee will come
up with standardized signals.
New RD’s Region 11 – Steve has been talking to
Eric Borock for Region 11 (Florida, Georgia).
Robin made the motion to accept Eric Borock as
R.D. for Region 11. Dale seconded. The motion passed unanimously.
Possible region changes – Steve is looking at
splitting up a couple of the regions. He will
have a proposal for the board at the June meeting. Looking at splitting up California and Nevada. Maybe adding New Mexico to Nevada.
ED Staff eligibility – Steve – By-laws need to be
updated to state that board members can’t be
paid for their board duties.
Changing NAFA light specifications to 1.2 second delay from 1.0 delay – Brett made the motion that the new NAFA lights have a 1.2 second
cadence. We will update the technical specifications to the EJS’. The current NAFA lights have
a 1.2 second cadence. Robin seconded. In favor – Robin, Sue, Terri, Judy, and Todd.
Against – Aaron and Dale. Abstained – Ule.
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The motion passed.
18. Putting a date restriction on 4-month
waiver – Judy made the motion to have a 4
month rule without allowing for any waivers.
Robin seconded. In favor – Judy and Robin.
Opposed - Terri, Ule, Todd, Sue, Aaron, and
Dale. The motion failed. Make sure that 1
exception may be granted within any 12
month period is in the current policies.
19. Height card measurements for dogs not entered in tournament – Judy – no action to be
taken.
20. Brett – What can we do to improve email
communications. We are looking at making
email mail server changes to fix the problem
with flyball@flyball.org.
21. Judy brought up an issue regarding something that may be misunderstood from the
last meeting minutes – the only manipulation
of a dog during measuring is to obtain the
correct stance.
22. How will the lights be distributed in regards
to those that have the large display – Brett –
We want to put the right number of systems
in each country to handle the current amount
of tournaments. For 6 systems, Todd suggests 4 for the US and 2 for Canada.
23. Re-iterate use of third decimal on older timing systems – Dale stated that the teams need
to write down what they see on the display
onto the timesheets.
24. Can we get some pictures of the new EJS
systems online – Brett – Dale to handle.
25. List of suspended dogs – Brett – what dogs
need to be listed in the NAFA News. Tucker
from Gateway.
26. Who can remove an RD – The Executive
Director.
27. Rules of Competition – The rules were reiterated that if a new club is formed – a
waiver is still needed for dog’s to run on the
new team before 4 months is up. We will be
doing further investigation on the whole issue of information given to teams when
forming new teams.
28. Letter from Jim Sova regarding delegates –
Ule – Correct the omission from the revised
Rules & Policies.
29. Ule made the motion to define a club is not
in ‘good standing’ when any of the following
are true:
a. The club is not current in paying
NAFA fees.
b. The club itself is on probation or
suspension.
c. The owner of the club is on probation or suspension.

Any individual put on probation/suspension does not
automatically cause the individual’s club to be on probation/suspension. Dale seconded. The motion passed
unanimously.
30. Dale made the motion that any club on probation or suspension by association with a member on probation or suspension continue until
the previously set date. Terri seconded. In
favor – Terri, Ule, Todd, Sue, Robin, Dale.
Aaron and Judy abstain. Motion passed.
31. Next meeting date – July 27th in Detroit or
Chicago. Everyone needs to post their best
airline rates by next Saturday, March 9, 2002.
We have a scheduled Conference Call for
Wednesday, May 1, 2002 at 8:00 e.s.t.
Robin made the motion to adjourn the meeting at 6:25
p.m. Judy seconded. Motion passed unanimously.

NAFA PATCHES
Get your Official NAFA Patches HERE!
Contact Judy Hagan

1890 Cottage Grove Pkwy
Marion, IA 52302
(319) 286-8294

Email: doublejj@netins.net

Disciplinary Actions
The following people are Suspended Indefinitely and
are not affiliated with a team:
Marion Brinkman

For Conduct Prejudicial to the
Sport of Flyball.
Mike Mattos
For Conduct Prejudicial to the
Sport of Flyball.
Janet Nelson Morris For Conduct Prejudicial to the
Sport of Flyball.
Dave Mueller
For Conduct Prejudicial to the
Sport of Flyball.
Cheryl Mueller
For Conduct Prejudicial to the
Sport of Flyball.
Jennifer Nelson
For Conduct Prejudicial to the
Sport of Flyball.
The following people are on Probation:
Kristy Schultz on Slammers until November, 2003 for
Conduct Prejudicial to the Sport of Flyball.
The following dogs have been suspended for aggression:
Tucker

Gateway
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Server Problems Solved at Flyball.org
Dale Smith
Over the past several months, many of you have
emailed flyball@flyball.org, NAFA's official email address, and not received a reply. First, I would like to
apologize to you for our lack of response to your queries. Secondly, I'd like to explain what was happening.
The Internet Service Provider (ISP) we used to handle
our mail had several issues during the time. This resulted in delayed delivery of much of our email (by
months) as well as deletion of all our email from approximately 10/2001 through 12/2001. We have now
recovered all the lost email that we can. If you sent a
note and still have not received a reply - its time to
send a new note.
Finally, I want to describe what we've done to prevent
the problem in the future. NAFA's email is now handled by two NAFA-owned servers. Your email is
routed by these redundant NAFA servers directly to
NAFA personnel who can handle your questions and/or
reroute your email to the appropriate party.
Once again, I apologize for the problems we've had
with our email system and look forward to being more
responsive to your queries in the future.

Deadline for Nominations for Hall of
Fame & Regional MVP May 31st
Ule James
The Clyde Moore Hall of Fame Nominations and the
Regional MVP Nominations are due May 31. Please
send your nominations to Ule James, 4517 Sage Rd,
Rochester IL 62563 or by e-mail as an attachment to curace@earthlink.net. The criteria for both awards is on
page 38 of the new rule book which you can access on
the NAFA web page if you don't have a written copy.
Please adhere to the rules including the word limits
(only 200 words that includes dog's name, CRN, breed,
club's raced with, and reason for consideration). For the
MVP award please include your region in the summary.
If the submission does not meet criteria it will be sent
back for revision. If you don't complete the revisions
and return by May 31, the submission will not be accepted for consideration. Nominations for the MVP must
be from a CLUB in the region, NOT an individual person.
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North American Flyball Association
1400 West Devon Avenue
Phone & Fax: (309) 688-9840

Suite 512
www.flyball.org

Chicago, Illinois, USA 60660
E-mail: flyball@flyball.org

BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
Brett Williams, Chairman (00-02)
Terri May, Vice Chair
(01-02)
Judy Hagan, Secretary
(01-03)

Dale Smith, Treasurer
Aaron Hughes
Ule James

(01-03)
(02-04)
(02-04)

Robin Marion
Todd Morningstar
Phillip Taylor

(00-02)
(02-04)
(01-03)

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR AND STAFF
Executive Director: Steve McAvoy

(02-04)

Tournament Sanctioning:

Denise Delaney

REGIONAL DIRECTORS
Annette Tindall
Ivor McTavish
Toni Osojnicki
& Jan Frey
Steve McAvoy
Alyson Brown
Katy Kaylor
Dave Cracknell
Kevin Hughes

Region#1 MI, OH
Region#2 ON
Region#3 IA,MN,NE,SD,ND,
Region#4 KY,KS,IL,IN,MO,WI
Region#5 TX,LA,OK,AR,NM
Region#6 CA,NV,AZ,UT,CO
Region#7 BC,WA,OR
Region#8 MB,SK, Western ON

Eunice Morgan
Paul Perrin
Steve McAvoy
(interm RD)
Linda Smith
Denise Delaney

Region#9 MD,DE,VA,NC,SC,WV
Region#10 PE,NB,NS
Region#11 FL,GA

Region#12 AB,MT,ID,WY
Region#13 PA,NJ,NY,CT,RI,VT,NH,
ME,MA
Howard Bayerle Region#14 AL, MS, TN

ADDRESSES, TELEPHONE AND E-MAIL
Howard Bayerle
133 W. Stonehaven Circle
Pelham, AL 35124
(205) 621-3214
labdad@charter.net

Aaron Hughes
2404 Amelia Ave
Sidney, BC V8L 2J3
(250) 480-8877
hughes@pacificskye.com

Alyson Brown
639 Stillmeadow Dr
Richardson, TX 75081
(972) 699-3707
blucowdog@att.net

Kevin Hughes
275 St Mary’s Rd
Winnipeg, MB, R2H IJ5
(204) 237-7086

Todd Morningstar
10090 Far Rd
Milan, MI 48160
(734) 439-3811
todd_kari@yahoo.com

Dave Cracknell
35023 N Sward Rd
Mission, BC V2V 4J1
(604) 820-8228
elmoshome@telus.net

Ulysses S. James (Ule)
4517 Sage Road
Rochester, IL 62563
(217) 498-8661
(217) 726-7936 (FAX)
Curace@earthlink.net

Toni Osojnicki
11201 N 121st St
Stillwater MN 55082
(651) 430-9004
(651) 310-6241 Fax
toni.m.osojnicki-1@tc.umn.edu

Katy Kaylor
6800 Arroyo Ave
Las Vegas, NV 89103
(702)876-2417

Paul Perrin
8 Russell Street
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia
B3A 3M6
(902) 463-3955
paul@accesswave.ca

Tournament Sanctioning
Denise Delaney
1 Briar Chase Road
West Grove, PA
19390
(610) 869-8869
delaney@chesco.com
Jan Frey
9985 277th Ave NW
Zimmerman, MN 55398
(763) 856-3818
janfrey@email.msn.com
Judy Hagan
1890 Cottage Grove Pkwy
Marion, IA 52302
(319) 286-8294

doublejj@netins.net

Robin Marion
11 Argonne Bay
Winnipeg, MB R2J2K5
(204) 253-5207
Terri May
P.O. Box 125
Clovis, CA 93613
(559) 298-4746
Scooder@aol.com
Steve McAvoy
1003 E Samuel Ave
Peoria Heights, IL 61614
(309) 688-4915
mcavoy5@home.com

Eunice Morgan
31010 Benson Mills Rd
Upperco, MD 21155
(410) 472-2371

Linda Smith
11228 100 Avenue
Edmonton, AB T5K 0H9
(780) 488-4088
lsmith@env.gov.ab.ca
Phillip Taylor
37 Country Club Road
Cayuga, ON N0A 1E0
905-772-1958
tay@mountaincable.net
Annette Tindall
5237 Willow Hollow
Brandon Twp,MI 48371
(248) 628-9936
erict@rust.net
Brett Williams
PO Box 335932
North Las Vegas, NV 89033
(702) 399-1018
(702) 399-1018 (FAX)

ViperSBT@lvcm.com

Height Cards/Awards & Pins
Sue Rogers
2795 East Mill Creek Road
Saint Clair, MI 48079
(810) 329-2285
fgdchud@voyager.net
Dale Smith
5831 N 127th Ave Cir
Omaha, NE 68164-1300
(402) 496-3950
(402) 399-4188(FAX)
dgsmith@us.ibm.com
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